
31-07-2020 

The following comrade of AIBSNLEA/CTD retire today 

due to superannuation: 

1) Com.Uma Maheswari, JTO/Jdv,----Member of South 

Branch. 

We wish her happy, healthy, peaceful & active life 

after retirement. 

28-07-2020 

On behalf of AUAB/CTD, Com.Subhasis Mitra CS 

AIBSNLEA/CTD and other members of AUAB/CTD met 

Prof.Pradip Bhattacharya, Hon'ble MP(Rajya Sabha) 

today.  

We appraise him of sinister moves of GOI for paralyzing 

BSNL like scrapping of 4G tender on the plea of Chinese 

product while other operators are free to use.Every move 

of GOI is directed to benefit one particular Telecom 

operator. Even BSNL is unable to disburse salary to the 

employees in time.13 months wages of JCLs are pending 

despite 79,000 VRS.We sought his kind intervention and 

convey our protest on his behalf.  

Hon'ble MP gave a patient hearing and assured us of 

taking necessary steps on his behalf. 

We handed over a memorandum signed by all constituents 

of AUAB/CTD and thanked him for his kind consideration 

inspite of  COVID 19 situation. 



27-07-2020 

Beloved Sri Akhil Chandra Sarkar,DGM(Fin/IFA), ETR 

is no more with us. He passed away today morning. We 

deeply mourn the sudden demise and convey our 

deepest condolence to the bereaved family. May his 

soul rest in peace. 

21-07-2020 

An emergent CEC Meeting of AIBSNLEA/CTD held on 19-

07-2020 (Sunday ) at 5 PM via video conferencing 

through Google meet.  

CP Com.Tridip Chakraborty presided over the meeting and 

the meeting was convened by CS Com.Subhasis Mitra. We 

have the honour to have our GS Com.S.Sivakumar to take 

part in the meeting. Com. Prasun Kumar Mukhopadhyay our 

Chief Advisor  was also present. 

Our dynamic GS in his address firstly congratulated CS & 

CP for arranging this CEC meeting via video conferencing 

through Google Meet and giving him an opportunity to 

interact with CTD COBs, BS,BPs & CWC Members under 

the prevailing Corona Epidemic situation. 

GS condemned the BSNL Management for the delay in 4G 

launching  instead  conducting the untimely 2nd MVP . He 

mentioned about the letter our Association has already 

given to CMD to defer the 2nd MVP to Dec 2020 

considering the various problems due to the current 

COVID-19 epidemic situation. AIBSNLEA had a meeting 



with CMD in this regard. But the Management is going to 

conduct in Aug 2020 as per the notification already 

issued.  GS stressed in his speech that AIBSNLEA has 

clearly told CMD that if any untoward incident happens 

in  conducting the 2nd MVP then the BSNL Management 

will be solely responsible for that and AIBSNLEA 

is  doubting  that whether the 2nd  MVP will be conducted 

by the BSNL Management in a free and fair manner. Any 

way now AIBSNLEA has started the campaign for 2nd 

MVP from 1st July 2020. 

Comrade GS in his deliberation appraised the house about 

the situation prevailing in BSNL. 

He clearly mentioned that AIBSNLEA is the only 

association who is always working for safe guarding the 

interest of its Members/Executives. 

AIBSNLEA very strongly taken up the burning issues 

relating to the Executives including our Young BR/DR 

Comrades for early settlement with continuous dialogue 

with the Management. 

GS on mentioning our achievements he recalled the Mega 

promotions to fill up all the vacancies in almost all Cadres 

resulting about 14,000 Executives have been promoted in 

June-July, 2018 and Nov,2018 ,  E1+ 5 increments benefit 

to JTOs/JAOs and regarding Superannuation benefits to 

directly recruited employees on our persuasion BSNL 

Board has increased the contribution from 3% to 5% but 

we are continuously demanding 12% contribution. CMD 



BSNL assured to increase further 2% in the contributions 

to the Superannuation benefits by March, 2019 but 

remain pending due to Financial Crunch in BSNL. 

AIBSNLEA will continue its efforts in this 

regard.   AIBSNLEA is continuously fighting for the 

implementation of standard pay scales E2 and E3, Rs. 

22820/- Pay Fixation case of JTOs/JAOs post recruited 

2007 and many more. 

Comrade GS, on talking about the support of the like 

minded association to us in the 2nd MVP informed that 

AIBSNLEA had a detailed discussion with GS, SEWA 

BSNL Respected Shri N.D. Ram ji and Chief Patron of 

SEWA BSNL Respected Shri P.N. Perumal ji explaining 

the unconditional support of AIBSNLEA extended to 

SEWA BSNL for  the past 4 years and GS categorically 

mentioned that AIBSNLEA is the only Executive 

Association supported the views of SEWA BSNL. 

GS also said AIBSNLEA views on CPSU CH proposalis a 

documentary proof that AIBSNLEA is always safe 

guarding  the interest of all the SC & ST brothers 

working in BSNL and SEWA has told they will be 

supporting AIBSNLEA in the 2nd MVP. 

Finally before summing up Comrade GS had clearly said, 

we, the AIBSNLEA always believe on doing work on ground 

level and we work for the whole Executive Fraternity. But 

others the so called majority association and the DR 

association calling themselves being the saviours of 

Youngsters and spreading the mischievous campaign. 



 So Comrades, Vote for AIBSNLEA  in the coming 2nd 

MVP. 

CS in his speech thanked everyone for taking part in the 

maiden video conference for our preparation for the 

coming 2nd MVP. The meeting ended with thanks to the 

chair. 

16-07-2020 

Today Lunch Hour demonstration was conducted under 

the  AUAB programmes at Telephone Bhawan CGM CTD 

Circle office against anti PSU including BSNL policy of 

Modi Government. Immediately 4G spectrum to BSNL, 

revival of BSNL, salary on Last working day, society due 

payment, pending Wage to contract workers.On behalf of 

AIBSNLEA/CTD , Com. Subhasis Mitra CS /CTD, 

attended the demonstration. In his speech he explained 

the demands of AUAB programmes for the gathering , 

maintaining the physical distancing with black badge 

wearing. 

15-07-2020 

       An emergent CEC Meeting of AIBSNLEA/CTD will be 

held on 19-07-2020 (Sunday ) at 5 PM via video 

conferencing through Google meet.  

   To take part you should have a gmail email id and 

have to download the Google meet App from play 

store.  15 minutes before link will be sent to your 

WhatsApp. Please participate positively. Com.GS ,OS( E ) 



and other CHQ OBs will address. The session will be 

interactive.  

     All Circle Office Bearers, Branch Secretaries, 

Presidents, CWC & CEC Members and Chief Advisor of 

AIBSNLEA CTD are requested to 

participate.                <<<<< Click here for the Notice 

>>>>> 

08-07-2020 

Today on 08th July, 2020 at 15:30 hours a meeting 

was held in the presence of the Circle Secretary, 

Organization 

Secretary and Financial Secretary of AIBSNLEA, 

CTD Circle and members of AIBSNLEA, at EZBC, 

Salt Lake. An 

adhoc body  has been formed. Com.Onkar Das,IFA as 

President,Com.Chandrani Satdev Das , CAO as 

Secretary & Com.K. D. Sarkar ,AO as 

Fin.Secretary.This body will represent AIBSNLEA, 

EZBC until further notice. 
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